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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
We invite people to a discussion on user-facing data services and the underlying institutional models for building 
research data capability.  There is an apparent rise in research data (and data driven research), a growing awareness of 
research conduct in the digital landscape, increased government spending in eResearch and related infrastructure, and 
increasing demand for open and reusable research outputs – these are some of the factor leading to recent institutional 
developments in research data capability and services.  Across institutions a number of common “support” themes can be 
identified: 

• Growing expertise, new positions, new user-facing services 
• Research data librarians and library service development 
• Research data management training (students, staff, researchers, librarians) 
• Insitutional infrastructure development and uptake (storage, repositories, tools) 

 
These are underpinned by a number of common capability developments: 

• Policy development and recognition of research data as corporate records 
• Registries of research data assets 
• ANDS and ARDC project development 

 
However, institutions have different models and drivers for capability develop leveraging various organisational 
structures for support, including Libraries, Research Offices, Information Technology Services, eResearch Centres as 
well as state and national bodies.  Each seeks to address a range of issues and opportunities including: seeding the 
commons, sustainability of services, research community buy-in and culture change, disciplinary coverage (addressing 
whole of institution portfolio including the technically savy and reluctant), and demonstrating impact. 
 
This proposed BoF seeks a broader understanding and discussion of current community practice, what we have in 
common, what’s working and what isn’t!  The session will take the format of a handful of short presentations, soliciting 
some models from specific institutions.  Through discussion we will discover other institutional approaches, verify 
common aspects of models from attendees, and identify key elements and differences across institutions.  Essential 
elements and differences may include areas such as necessary skills, relationships, communication channels, engagement 
models, policies and organisational culture.  From a balance of structured information gathering and open discussion we 
hope to produce a brief report on common models, institutions with similar service and capability development models 
and their key differences. We hope the session will foster further conversations, transfer of ideas and lessons learned. 
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